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Xe and Kr bonding abilities
in the single crystal oxygen vacancies
of the uranium based fuel
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Abstract. The valence electron density distribution of krypton and xenon located in the oxygen vacancy and in its
nearest neighbourhood was performed by application of the method “ab initio”. The results are presented on the graphs.
The bonding energies of krypton and xenon in the uranium dioxide crystal lattice were calculated. It was found also
that krypton and xenon cause a local increase of UO1.75Xe0.25 and UO1.75Kr0.25 unit cell and cause its deformation what is
presented in tables. The force constants of krypton and xenon were also assigned what gives evidence about the strong
bond of krypton and xenon with the UO1.75Xe0.25 and UO1.75Kr0.25 single crystal lattice. Obtained results are compared
with the analogical studies of He atom incorporation into UO2 single crystal lattice.
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It is generally accepted that most of the insoluble inert
gas atoms Xe and Kr produced during fissioning are retained in the fuel irradiated at a temperature lower than
the threshold [4, 15, 19, 26, 27, 30, 37, 38, 41, 46, 48].
Some authors [4, 15, 19, 30, 38, 46, 48] assume random
diffusion of gas atoms to grain boundaries and consider the effect of trapping the atoms at inter-granular
bubbles until saturation occurs. To better understand
the bulk Xe diffusion mechanism in uranium based fuel,
Anderson et al. [1] calculated the relevant activation
energies. Others [6, 44] confirmed that bubbles tend to
concentrate in the grain boundaries during irradiation.
Likewise, some authors [27, 28, 37, 41] further assume
that most of the gas atoms are retained in solution
in the matrix of grains being there immobilized or are
precipitated into small fission gas bubbles.
The experimental data presented in the open
literature imply that we can assume that after irradiation exposure in excess of 1018 fissions/cm3 the single
gas atom diffusion can be disregarded in description of
fission gas behaviour. It means that a significant fraction of fission gas products is not available for diffusion.
This is a general observation for the whole temperature
range of UO2 fuel that is exploited in light water reactors (LWR). The above well documented assumption
implies that a single gas atom diffusion model cannot
be used to estimate the amount of fission gas that
will be released from UO2 during irradiation.
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Out of pile experiments show that during annealing the irradiated UO2 sample bursts of fission gas
release occur. After a small burst release at relatively
low temperature, a large burst release appears at high
temperature, about 1800°C [44].
The point defects induced by radiation begin to
recover at 450–650°C and are completely almost recovered above 850°C, while defect clusters of dislocations
and small intra-granular bubbles require 1150–1450°C
[31].
Thermal recovery of radiation defects and microstructure change in irradiated UO2 fuels studied by
X-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy
lead to the conclusion that the gas release kinetics from
irradiated UO2 is determined by the kinetics of thermal
recovery of the radiation induced defects [42].
If the point defects, defect clusters of dislocations
and small intra-granular bubbles are thermally recovered at the temperatures below 1450°C, a natural
question concerns nature of forces which immobilize
the noble gases. Hence an additional trapping process
of inert gas atoms with the uranium dioxide material
is suspected to occur [42].
The process of strong binding of the fission gas
fragments with the irradiation defects is described as a
process of chemical interaction with UO2. It is assumed
that the vicinity of the fission fragment trajectory is the
place of intensive irradiation induced chemical interaction of the fission gas products with UO2 [26].
We can further assume that above a limiting value
of fission fluency (burn-up) a more intensive process of
irradiation induced chemical interaction occurs. Significant part of fission gas product is thus expected to
be chemically bound in the matrix of UO2 [42].
From the moment of discovering the rare gases (helium, neon, argon, krypton, xenon and radon) at the end
of the XIX century until the beginning of the sixties of
the XX century it was considered that the noble gases
are chemically inactive.
The nobility of rare gases started to deteriorate after
the first xenon compound was found by Barlett in 1962
[2]. Barlett showed that the noble gases are capable of
forming what one could consider as normal chemical
compounds, compelling chemists to readjust considerably their thinking regarding these elements.
In a burst of activity in the years that followed after
the discovery of the first halogen compound, a number
of compounds of noble gases have been reported, especially with xenon. It is observed, that the rare gases make
reaction with the most electronegative elements, such as
fluorine and oxygen. Later, it has been shown that Xe
(sometimes Kr) form bonds also with other non-metals,
and even with some metals [7, 23–25, 35, 40].
While many of these can be regarded as meta-stable
species, several are actually thermodynamically stable
compounds and can be obtained commercially [23].
There is a very interesting report on bonding between noble gas atoms and the actinide metal atom
uranium [22].
Experiments with a mixture of noble gases using
infrared spectroscopy (IR), coupled with theoretical
calculations, provide strong evidence for direct bonds
between Ar, Kr, or Xe atoms and the U atom of the
CUO molecule [22].
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The authors believe [22] that the experimental and
the theoretical data presented in their report make a
strong case for the interactions between the U atom of
CUO and the noble gas (Ng) atoms. The U-Ng bond
distances are short, and the U-Ng interaction is strong
enough to change the spin state of the CUO molecules.
Because of the positive charge, the UO22+ ion, which
is isoelectronic with CUO, should form even stronger
bonds with noble gas atoms, which could lead to growing number of complexes, that contain direct noble
gas-to-actinide bonds.
The examples of rare gas compounds show that
noble gas chemistry is much richer than it would be
expected. New chemical bonds between strange bedfellows, like noble metals, actinides and noble gases, can
still be found [42].
At the very end, we will mention about the analogical
problem of helium atoms, which in particular are produced mainly as a result of α-decay. The concentration
of He can be as high as 1%, which, depending on the
temperature and fluency, can contribute to gas bubble
formation [39]. Quantity of incorporation energy of
helium into the UO2 lattice was a matter of several studies based on “ab initio” method application [8, 12–14,
21, 33]. The influence of He interstitial on unit cell size
and lattice distortion was studied, too. The calculation
results for helium we have compared with our calculation results for krypton and xenon.

Method of calculations
Many problems of low energy physics, chemistry and
biology can be explained by the quantum mechanics
of electrons and ions using the contemporary numerical methods of advanced quantum theory. One
of the methods widely applied and generally available
is the numerical ABINIT program which is based on
the density functional theory (DFT), developed by
Hohenberg and Kohn [16] and Kohn and Sham [20].
The DFT provided some hope of a simple method for
describing the effects of exchange and correlation in
an electron gas.
The Kohn-Sham total energy functional for a set of
doubly occupied electronic states contains, beside the
Coulomb energy of electron-electron and their kinetic
energy, also the Coulomb energy associated with interactions among the nuclei (or ions), the static total electron-ion potential and the exchange-correlation functional.
The total-energy functional is expressed using a set of
fictitious single-particle orbitals, Ψi, as follows:
(1)
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V
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electron-ion potential and n(r ) is the electronic density
given by:
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Table 1. Reduced coordinates of uranium in the presence
of xenon

i

The third term describes the Coulomb electron→
-electron interaction, the fourth term EXC[n((r )] is the
exchange-correlation
energy functional and the fifth
→
with
term Eion({R i}) is the Coulomb energy associated
→
interaction among the nuclei at positions
{R i}.
→
For a given ionic configuration, {R i}, the minimum
value of the Kohn-Sham energy functional is equal
to the total energy of the electronic ground state.
Therefore, it is necessary to determine the set of wave
functions, ψi, by minimization of the Kohn-Sham energy functional (1). For this purpose, the plane wave
of Bloch’s functions are used. The wave function Ψi,
is demanded as the sum of plane waves. More details
are presented in [32]. To obtain computation process
advance the pseudo-potential method is applied.
It consists in replacing the chemical inert electrons
in the core by the effective potential. This idea goes
back to the early work of Fermi [11] and afterwards
developed in the works of Philips and Kleinman [36].
This assumption is justified by the fact that the change of
valence electron wave function during chemical reaction
practically does not influence the wave function of the
core electrons which are strongly bound. In other words,
the core electron wave function and the valence electron
wave function are perpendicular to each other.
It is generally assumed that the binding energy over
6 Ry (~ 81.6 eV) is of the core characteristic.
A review of pseudo-potential method can be found
in the articles [9, 18].
In our calculations we applied the Troullier-Martins
pseudo-potential which is adapted for plane wave calculations [43]. The computation results we obtained by
counting the interaction of all the valence electrons in
the 12 atom super-cells.
While computing, we look for the optimal atom
location that ensure a minimum value of internal energy. Each time the forces acting on the atoms (ions)
are also computed.

Chemical bonding of xenon and krypton in uranium
dioxide single crystal
By exploitation the numerical “ab initio” the code
ABINIT [17], was applied to make computer simulation
of xenon and krypton chemical bonding in uranium dioxide single crystal. Computations were performed for
the particular chemical compositions UO1.75Xe0.25 and
UO1.75Kr0.25. The simulation goal was to explain the possibility of incorporation the xenon and krypton atoms
into the oxygen lattice positions of the UO2 single crystal.
Calculations have shown that the minimal internal energy
demands enlargement of unit cell dimensions from 5.472
to 6.207 Å in the case of xenon and to 6.000 Å in the case
of krypton. The unit cell itself undergoes deformation.
It concerns mainly the position of uranium atoms what
is exemplified in Tables 1 and 2 below.
The calculated results, presented in Tables 1 and 2
were obtained by successive computations of Xe and
Kr binding energy for different geometric positions
of the gas atoms and uranium atoms optimizing their
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Original position
0.0,
0.0,
0.5,
0.5,

0.0,
0.5,
0.0,
0.5,

0.0
0.5
0.5
0.0

Final position
–0.022, –0.022, 0.022
–0.022, 0.522, 0.478
0.522, –0.022, 0.478
0.522, 0.522, 0.0220

Table 2. Reduced coordinates of uranium in the presence
of krypton
Original position
0.0,
0.0,
0.5,
0.5,

0.0,
0.5,
0.0,
0.5,

0.0
0.5
0.5
0.0

Final position
–0.020, –0.020,
–0.016, 0.515,
0.520, –0.020,
0.5125, 0.513,

0.020
0.480
0.480
0.0150

position in order to obtain the maximal binding energy
of the noble gases.
The bond energy of the two considered atoms was
computed too. In the case of xenon the energy is equal
to –1.23 eV, and –3.42 eV in the case of krypton. Since
both energies are negative, so such a chemical bond can
exist as a stable one. This is confirmed additionally by
atomic force constants calculated for Xe and Kr equal
to CXe = 5.5 eV/Å2 and CKr = 7.9 eV/Å2, respectively.
These are large values what confirms that detachment
of Xe and Kr atoms from the UO2 crystallographic lattice is not easy.
Also, the electron density distribution for the two
solid solutions were calculated. Computation results
for UO1.75Xe0.25 chemical compound are presented in
Fig. 1.
Similar results are for UO1.75Kr0.25 what is presented
in Fig. 2. Figures 1 and 2 give evidence of Xe and Kr
chemical binding with the single crystal uranium dioxide.

Discussion
Several authors [8, 12–14, 21, 33] studying the He atom
incorporation into the octahedral interstitial position
of the UO2 lattice revealed a series of approaches: the
incorporation energy is positive and lies within the range
0.77÷1.38 eV depending on the method applied and

Fig. 1. Electron density of xenon and oxygen electrons roundabout uranium. Dashed line – before occupation of the oxygen
vacancy; full line – after occupation of the vacancy.
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Remarks and conclusions

Fig. 2. Electron density of krypton and oxygen electrons
roundabout uranium. Dashed line – before occupation of the
oxygen vacancy; full line – after occupation of the vacancy.

on the assumed model. In our case the bond energies
for Xe and Kr are negative both for oxygen vacancy
occupation. This result is understandable comparing
the chemical activity of helium, which practically does
not react with other elements, with the chemical activity
of Xe and Kr and chlorine group or oxygen. It is difficult to evaluate a priori accuracy of our computation,
however in order to compute the incorporation energy
it is necessary to compute cohesive energy, which in
our case is computed to be 22.88 eV/UO2. Computation accuracy of it co-decide of the final accuracy
of the computed incorporation energy. Our computed
value of the cohesive energy can be compared with the
experimentally measured equal to 22.31 eV [45]. Our
computation is closer to the experimental data than the
result presented in [34] (18.3 eV), in [10] (22.23) and in
[47] (20.26). However our values of the bond energies
one should treat as estimated ones.
Our computations refer also to the atomic force
constants describing the values of force which bind
the considered atoms with the basis or matrix of UO2.
The obtained values are large for the oxygen vacancy
occupation equal to 5–8 eV/Å2. It is the second parameter independently computed characterizing stability of
atom joint. The so big values of atomic force constants
may suggest the occurrence of just this situation.
Summarizing, the evaluated values of atomic force
constants suggest that the Kr and Xe atoms can be in a
stable way placed in the oxygen vacancies.
The second approach – is the change of lattice constants. In the case of He the lattice constant is increased
by ~ 0.04 Å [14] for the 13 atom super-cell. In our case
the increase of the lattice constant due to Xe and Kr
replacing the oxygen is by about 0.5–0.6 Å. The larger
lattice constant increase is for Xe and Kr than for He
because of very different ionic radiuses.
The third approach – is the deformation of crystal
lattice in nearby of the strange atom (He, Kr or Xe).
In the case of He atom the uranium atoms stay in their
original positions of the unit cell, and dislocate only the
oxygen atoms. In the case of Kr or Xe inversely, move
the uranium atoms but oxygen atoms remain in their
positions. It is connected, in the obvious way, with the
lattice positions settled by He and Kr or Xe. He atoms
settle at vacant octahedral site, while Kr or Xe replace
the oxygen atoms. The values of deformation in our
case is far bigger than for the helium atom.

Since the examples of rare gas compounds are formed
by applying the classical chemical methods, the more
the noble gas spices in the conditions of neutron and
fission fragments irradiation of the UO2 fuel type can be
expected [42].
This assumption is suggested by the fact that the
ClXeCl has been found to form after irradiation with
501.7 nm laser light of Cl2-doped xenon matrices. It
appears that after excitation of the Cl2 there is little or
no barrier for the rearrangement to ClXeCl [5].
The fission fragments are striped of about 20 electrons
along most of their paths in the medium in which the
fission takes place and are still 10 near the end of their
paths [29].
Fission fragments are at the same time very energetic
and highly charged particles; they interact strongly with
electrons of the material losing their energy mainly by
ionisation but also by elastic collisions with atoms as a
whole.
As the UO2 fuel is highly defected, ionised with very
energetic and highly charged fission fragments, it appears that during irradiation there is little or no barrier
for the formation of rare gas atom compounds with the
UO2 molecule and fission products. There would be a
strong interaction between the U atom of UO2, fission
products and the noble gas (Ng) atoms. This further
implies that a significant part of the fission fragments
after dissipating all their energy and stopping in the
material being still highly ionised at the end of their
paths react chemically with the fuel [42].
Keeping in mind that the gas release kinetics from
irradiated UO2 is determined by the kinetics of thermal
recovery of the radiation induced defects and associating
it with the idea of the noble gas atoms trapped in clathrates (where no chemical bonds between gas atoms and
the surrounding occur), we can postulate that in point
defects, dislocation loops and gas bubbles the rare gas
atoms with the closed-shell electronic structure can be
immobilised. In this sense, there exists no true diffusion
for the fission gas in the UO2 fuel [42].
Calculation results show that a chemical bond of noble
gas with the uranium dioxide fuel can exist as a stable one.
Large values of their bonding confirm that the detachment of Xe and Kr atoms from the UO2 crystallographic
lattice is not easy. Moreover, the bond is so big that Kr
and Xe atoms placed in the oxygen vacancies of uranium
dioxide single crystal do not undergo destruction due to
lattice vibrations.
Further, the calculations presented above show that
during chemical bonding of Kr and Xe the enlargement
of unit cell dimensions are expected. This expectation is
supported by the measurement of the lattice parameter
of irradiated UO2 fuel which is progressively expanded
in the burn-up range 0–70 GWd/tM [3].
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